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John Brinks
Staff Writer

Dr. John Van Rys anticipates
them in their writing.

Dordt College English
Professor John Van Rys, along
with former Dordt professors
~ Randall VanderMey and Verne
Meyer, have written what Van
Rys calls "a student-friendly
writing text designed for college
freshman-composition
classes
and writing-across-the-curriculumprograms."
The College Writer
will replace Writefor College as
the writer's guide for Dordt students and has been adopted for
classes beginning in the fall
semester of 2003.
The Houghton Mifflin
publishing company originally
contacted Van Rys with the idea
for the new book two years ago.
Most of the hard work on this
book was completed this past
summer.

students using The College Writer to assist

While
writing
the
book, the authors placed special
emphasis on thinking skills,
argumentation and persuasion.
The College Writer has more
explicit instruction on the specific forms of writing than did
Write for College, which was
originally intended to be used in
high
school
Advanced
Placement classes.
The new book contains
twenty-nine sample~ of student
writing by past and present
Dordt students.
The sample
writings were taken from mostly English classes, but also
include writings from psychology classes and lab reports from
science classes.
The College Writer
also contains examples of professional writing from Dordt
College English professors.
lames
Schaap 'and Dave
Schelhaas. Many other Dordt
professors were contacted as

consultants to the book.
One of the reasons for
the new book, said Van Rys,
was a need for updated material
using the Internet in papers, as
well as citing Internet sources.
Write for College was published
seven years ago and much of its
information" on the Internet is
now out of date.
Van Rys said that
"Before the book was off the
press, it was already adopted by
two other colleges - Georgian
College in Toronto, Ontario,
and a university in the Eastern
United States."
Van Rys' favorite parts
of the whole process of writing
a book was working with the
students and their model papers
and working hard to make the
book useful for college students.
Copies of The College
Writer are available in the Dordt
College Bookstore for $50.75.

Stained glass piece becomes a reality
Andrea Vander Wilt
Staff Writer

Dordt's dream of having a
stained glass piece on campus
became a reality over Christmas
break. A six-paneled stained glass
piece featuring three torches created by Lauren Ochsner hangs in the
west entrance of the Campus
Center in front of the library.
Several years ago the Art
Committee at Dordt began to consider purchasing a stained glass
piece for the 'campus. The committee did not know where to put the
piece, but when the plans for the
new Campus Center came out,

Ochsner approacliect the
committee about doing a work for the
new building and in the fall of
2001, the art committee asked
Ochsner to come up with a design.
Dordt chose Ochsner based on
several guidelines they have for
choosing artists whose work will
be featured on campus. "These
guidelines help us 'know where to
start looking, and also help us connect to and support artists who
share the .same values and worldview with us," Art Curator Helena
Geels said.
Ochsner began brainstorming
and came up with several ideas.
He had originally planned on doing
a domed piece, but there was
nowhere to put it in the building, so
he came up with the six-paneled
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decided to fill the three largest panels with torches, which symbolize
the trinity and knowledge, as well
as the passing of faith from one
generation to the next.
In the spring of 2002, Ochsner
presented the design to the art committee, and they began working
together to come up with a finished
product that Ochsner and the college would be very happy with.
"The finished product contains
about 3,200 pieces and weighs
about 1,200 pounds," Ochsner.
commented.
Ochsner, with the
help of his wife Barb, spent
between 800 to 900 man hours
working on the piece. The piece is
entitled "LIlA" which stands for
the first letters of both Ochsner and

s wife's parent's names.
Many students and parents got a chance to preview the piece during
Parent's Weekend.
The
college wanted the piece on
campus for dedication, but
the work was not quite finished.
The committee
decided to temporarily set
the piece
in Eckardt
Lounge, so it could be on
campus for viewing.
The piece hangs in the
Campus Center as a constant reminder of our faith,

our Lord, and the Christian "LIjA" by Lauren Ochsner hangs in
knowledge we will strive to the entryway of the Campus Center.
learn at Dordt College. That the peice was installed last week.
reminder will be present for
many generations to come.

Social-Work professor retires to Minnesota
Allison Alons
News Editor

David Helmstetter

The
Social
Work
Department has said .good-bye to
one of the department's veteran
professors.
David
Helmstetter,
Assistant Professor of Social
Work, retired after 11-1/2 years
of teaching social work at Dordt.
Helmstetter came to the
classroom with 25 years of practical experience, after a quarter
century in the social work profession.
Helmstetter believes his
professional experience enriched
his second career as a classroom
teacher.
After earning a Bachelor
of Arts degree in Sociology and

Psychology at Augsburg College
in 19.63, and a Master of Social
Work Degree at Florida State
University in 1965, Helmstetter
.served as Director of Social Work
at a state mental hospital for four
years.
In 1970, he founded
Human Resource Associates, Inc.,
at Hastings, Minn., which offers
training programs, mental health
and employee assistance clinical
services to companies. From 1988
to 1991, Helmstetter worked as "!'
independent planning, training
and clinical consultant, assisting
church social ministry organizations and churches.
With a desire to teach in
a
Christian
institution,
Helmstetter quipped that the destination he picked, Arizona, was

Dordt College Photo

replaced by the destination God
had picked for him, Iowa.
Helmstetter
says he'll
miss working with Dordt students in their field placements,
teaching classes on aging and seeing students accepted into graduate school, but his retirement will
allow him to continue his work in
other ways, staying active as a
thinking, caring Christian.
Senior Jodi Cooper, a
Social Work major, said, "Dr.
Helmstetter definitely kept God
as the center, and helped us keep
our focus as social work majors
on following Christ."
Helmstetter and his wife,
Eileen, have recently moved from
Sioux Center to New Londo~,
Minn., where they plan to spend
their retirement years.
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Students Enamoured with AMOR
RISe Grantham
Staff Writer

While many students
spent their Christmas break catching up on some much needed
zzz's, thirty-five Dordt students set
out to serve in third world countries. Three teams of students were
sent to 3 Caribbean countries to
serve God. And although each
team had their share of experiences-- everything from tarantulas
on pillows to Ken Bussema getting his chest hair braided-- the
students did not lose sight of their

reason for participating to the
AMOR program in the first place:
God.
AMOR stands for A
Mission Out-Reach, and grew out
of the student-formed serve program called PLIA. Students who
started the AMOR program wanted to provide an opportunity to
serve in third-world countries as
opposed to PLIA which serves primarily in the United States. And
that is exactly what the students
on the 2003 AMOR team did.
The students went to

Nicaragua, Haiti, and the
Dominican Republic, helping out
with established organizations.
The Haiti group worked with an
orphanage called Children of the
Promise, and provided some relief
for the regular workers there. The
other two groups' primarily
worked in construction. The
Dominican Republic group
worked with World Wide
Christian Schools and the

Nicaragua group helped out at
Rancho Ebenezer, which trains
farmers to use their land in more
productive and stewardly ways.
Three engineering
majors, John Mahan, Jeremy
Bollen and Micah Schreur, decided to integrate their AMOR experience into their senior design
project. Because of the alternating
dry/rainy seasons in Nicaragua,
the three designed a cistern for
Rancho Ebenezer to store runoff
during the rainy season.
Micah Schreur, senior
engineering major, says that the
trip has definately made him consider how God could use his abilities in a country such as
Nicaragua. "I never really had any
desire to do long term missions,
but since the trip it's crossed my
mind," said Schrer.
Schreur isn't the only one
who's considered a career in missions as a result of AMOR. Senior
Michelle Kooiman is returning to
Nicaragua to begin teaching in the
Christian' school that the group
worked with. Becky Van Den Berg
from the Dominican team was
deeply affected as well. "I almost
didn't want to come back to
school," said Van Den Berg. "I
want to take a year off and go out
on a serve trip for a year or
longer."
Students sign up for
AMOR in early-to-mid September
and begin having weekly meetings
in October to get to know their
team members. Students also
spend some time learning about
the culture of thei~ assigned country and work on fundraising up
until Christmas break.

. Left: John Mahan cuddles with local
wildlife.
Below Left: It's Shoveln' time!
Below: Director of Off-Campus
Programs Ken Bussema gets his
chest hair braided at the beach.
Below Right: The finished product.
Yikes! Colorful beads were added to
complement Prof. Bussema's eyes.
Too bad he's got his sunglasses on. It
ruins the effect, don't you think?

Current Chapel Changes
Lindsey De Jong
Assistant News Editor
Dordt's chapel program is
undergoing a change this spring
semester. Every Thursday chapel
service will be tied to a theme
called "Like a Tree." This is the
first time that a theme has been
carried out over an entire semester"

with all of the speakers designated
for the Thursday chapels being
asked to focus on the theme.
Special music and songs will also
be chosen to reinforce the "Like a
.Tree" theme.
It was almost a year ago
that the Spiritual Activities
Committee began to discuss
implementing a theme for the
chapel program. They saw a need
to "revitalize chapel," says Pastor

Don Draayer. Pastor Don
observed that students were choosing the options of Gift and weekly
Praise and Worship more often
than chapel. While these are fine
programs, he believes that chapel
is a unique opportunity for students and faculty to come together. He would love to see faculty
members using chapel as a tool for
growth and inspiring students to
use it as well.

The Spiritual Activities
Committee chose the theme based
on Psalm l: 1-3, which speaks of a
tree drawing strength through its
roots, planted deep in streams of
water, The committee considers a
flourishing tree a valuable image
on which to meditate. They want
to impart the idea that growing in
integrity and a spirit-filled life is a
process, one that needs regular
nourishment
in order. to develop.
.

Pastor Don adds that the theme is
also intended to identify the disciplines in our lives that have
inspired growth and to take note
of the fruit that those disciplines
have produced.
Pastor Don is optimistic
that participation will rise, but
more importantly he says he
"hopes it will provide more food
that will encourage faith development,"
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Dordt College buys guest house for alumni use
Beth Hengeveld

Staff Writer

Above: A ''home away from home." Rather than staying in
East Campus apartments and Southview, Dordt alumni and will
be able to stay in the Alumni House when visiting campus.

Dordt
College
has
recently purchased an alumni
house, to be used by alumni and
their families when visiting the
campus. The house sits on the
south side of campus, across
from the classroom building.
The idea for an alumni
house is not a new one. When the
new president's
house was
bought, the old one was considered for alumni housing. The
board supported and approved
this idea, but it was decided that
that house was better used for
student housing.
When the opportunity

Literary conference approaching in February
Kim Lucier
Staff Writer
The
Dordt
College
English department's first-time
literary conference, titled "The
Writer in and from Community,"
will be held Feb. 6-8 on Dordt's
campus. A variety of activities
will take place for interested
writers, readers and teachers.
Three talented individuals, Jim Heynen, Neil Nakadate
and Jean Janzen, will be reading
from their own work.
Jim Heynen is currently a
teacher at St. Olaf College. His
most recent work is The Boys'
House:
New
and Selected
Stories.
Neil Nakadate
is an
English professor at iowa State
University. Nakadate is working
on a novel of collaborated World
War II experiences by his family

members.
Jean Janzen teaches at
Fresno Pacific University and is
an anthologized poet. Janzen's
works include Words jar the
Silence, Three Mennonite Poets
and Snake in the Parsonage. .
Professor
of English
James Schaap also plans to be on
stage Saturday night to provide
entertainment though sharing stories. According to Schaap, all of
these particular works discuss the
hardships between artists and
community, as evident in ethnic,
geographic and religious neighborhoods.
Additional presenters are
Jim Vanden Bosch and Carol Van
Klompenburg. Vanden Bosh is an
independent
filmmaker
in
Chicago and will be discussing
the
uses
of
film..
Van
Klornpenburg is a free-lance
writer and owner of a publishing

service in Pella, IA. She will be
discussing the ins and outs of
publication through the process
of finding an audience.
Recent Dordt graduates,
Leah (Schreurs) Zuidema and
Tim Antonides, who now attend
graduate school have arranged to
talk about their point-of-views on
the future of English teaching.
"The Writer in and
Community" will run alongside
with Dordt's homecoming festivities. Attendees of the literary
conference are welcome to participate in panel discussions. The
discussions are created for those
interested in the writing, the reading, and the teaching of English
literature.
"[The conference] will
hopefully renew acquaintances
and familiarize the sense of
Dordt College, especially with
alumni," Professor Schaap said.
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Located near the northwest entrance of the Centre Mall.

The new alumni house will allow
people to visit during the school
year and have a place to stay.
While the main purpose
for this house is to accommodate
alumni, it will also be available to
the campus community for meetings and small gatherings. "OUf
goal is to make it available to the
whole campus, with priority to
alums," said Hagey. .
The house is scheduled
to be finished by early June,
although it is in need of updating
and repairs. Dordt plans to hire a
caretaker for the house to keep up
with these repairs and act as a
host to visitors. The lower level
will be converted into an apartment for the caretaker.

Unraveling the mystery
of unbelief
Author Ruth Tucker speaks at Convocation
AIIisoo AIomi
News Editor

ftom---------

Write

Renae's

to buy the alumni house became
available, both houses were
looked at again, and it was decided that the new house was an
ideal candidate for alumni housmg.
Judy Hagey, Director of
Alumni and Church Relations,
said, "A good percentage of
alums come from over 500 miles
away, and don't find it easy to
come for events like Parent's
Weekend, or even just to visit."
The alumni house would provide
these people with the option of
having place to stay close to campus.
For years, families have
been staying in student housing
during summer visits to Dordt.

your
alley.
Tabloid-sized college
newspaperseeks brIlliant and/or amatuer,
empowered writers
for lun times and posible long-term relationship.
email
iamond@dordt.edu
.or more information.

Are we walking
the tightrope of faith?
Are we strong in our
faith?"
Author
Ruth
Tucker questioned during
her Spring Convocation
address
on Thursday,
January 16 in the BJ.
Haan Auditorium.
Tucker, Professor of
Missiology
at Calvin
Theological
Seminary,
explored the idea of belief
and unbelief in her most
recent
book, Walking
Away
From
Faith:
Unraveling the Mystery of
Unbelief, and spoke. on
book reflects a personal
some of those issues to the Tucker's
struggle,
embodied
in the well-known
students and professors of
passage
from
Mark
9:24, "'Lo,rd, 1
Dordt College
during
believe;
help
my
unbelief."
Convocation.
"We must "recognize "Why is it that others cannot seem to
that we are all vulnerable retain their beliefs, despite valiant
in our faith walk. ..but efforts?" Tucker writes. "I seek to offer
remember that God is con- some tentative responses, primarily
tinually working in our through the voices of those who have,
lives," said Tucker. She so to speak, been there, done that."
commented on how God
Christian faith." She also comupholds us in our struggles dur- mented on the importance of
ing our faith lives, and she urged faith in outreach and encouraged
the audience to understand that everyone to see and understand
unbelief is a portion of faith. Jesus' statement of "Come, fol"Some feel that if they experilow Me."
ence unbelief; they have to walk
During her address, Tucker
away from the faith, but this is so introduced five myths that people
untrue."
have about faith, and concluded
Tucker's message looked at with ways that Christians can
the chaJlenges to religious faith, come to grips when facing areas
and how the mystery of the faith of unbelief in their own lives.
can often lead one to doubt.
She said that unbelief is an ongo"We must realize that the ing struggle, but that by the grace
Christian faith is not easy to of God, we are able to begin to
rationalize ...but we must continovercome the trying times. of
ue to celebrate the mystery of the unbelief.

-
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Discussions, debates
and differences on
gender roles
Ann ReneeAndree
Assistant Editor

"Biblical gender roles are equal, but not identical" was the title
. of the Diamond editor's opinion piece. The assistant editor disagrees.
I began writing this article, intending to tear Steve's arguments
apart. While writing the article, I found myself involved in many, many
discussions, debates and reflections on the issue of gender roles. As a
result, 1 have changed my perspective
to the issue countless times.
Arguing against Steve's view on gender roles will get us nowhere.
Gender roles is an issue that people can argued back and forth and back
and forth, and still never find a solution.
I will, however, offer my perspective.
I do not believe in chauvinism,
the glorification
of one
gender-usually
male-and the subordinating
of the other gender- usually
female.
I do not believe in feminism, the distortion of the male/female
relationship into one in which the two are put in opposition and competition, and one in which the female gender seeks to reverse the traditional
male chauvinism-this
is to the extreme, not just trying to remedy social
injustices.
1 do not believe in sexism: The idea that one gender is superior
to another, which then is inferior.
Sexism usually takes the approach that
one gender can do certain activities better or have superior characteristics.
This belief, like racism, distorts the fact that all humans are created in
God'~~'fdId
lite ~
before His face.
None of these are appropriate approaches to gender roles.
The search for power, rather than love, is the driving force
between each of these. Power and love are opposed to each other. If
you love, you lose power because you must sacrifice.
Look at Jesus: He
is the "head of the household," so to speak- and yet He submitted his life
for us (the opposite of exerting His power).
The more power Jesus gave
up the more authority He had.
We should follow His example in dealing with feminism, chauvinism, sexism and all the other -isms. Rather than struggle for power,
we should outdo one another with love.
This attitude brings us to the issue of man being head of his
household.
In a marriage, the husband and wife should submit to. one
another, rather than strive for power.· Above this relationship,
we have
Christ as the head, who was the most submissive person of all-all the way
to death on the cross. Instead of viewing "headship of the household" as
a struggle for power, look at it as a submission to one other.
At this point, I'll admit defeat.
Is the husband truly always
"head of the household?"
What if the husband has a better gift than his
wrfe of nurturing the family? What if the wife has better leadership abilities than the husband?
Shouldn't she use her gifts?
Is it Biblical to
reverse the "traditional"
roles of husband and wife to better use one's
gifts? I would like to say yes, but in reality-I do not know the answer.
Using our gifts to God's glory is more important than determining our stance on gender roles.
However, as my friend said, "1 think it
is rather important to decide your stance on gender roles while exercising
your gifts-because
it can make a difference in where and how you exercise them."
Remember this guideline: "Whatever you do, whether in word or
in deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the
Father through him" (CoI3: 17). It does not answer all the questions, but
it does give a foundation.
Recognize two important aspects of gender roles.
First, the
issue of gender roles is not a salvation issue. We must work together as
the body of Christ, rather than fighting each other.
.
Second, the issue
gender roles is an unclear issue. Many people choose ODe side of the argument, specific gender roles versus no gender distinction, and close their minds to other possibilities.
Speaking to
others who share a different viewpoint will challenge you to think more
deeply of your own.
The challenges will shape your views and ground
them more firmly,
•

of

"But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. To Him be glory both now and forever! Amen" (2 Pe 3: 18).

(The defInitions are taken from Forty-six Favourite -Isms by Professor
Clarence Joldersma of Calvin College.)
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Having all things in the Commons, Brethren
Fixed-rate meal plan addresses needs as a community
Steve
Kloostennan
Editor
I often feel like
George
Washington.
Poor George, we
know, not only had the misfortune
to catch a cold while out riding his
horse, but also to live in the eighteenth century, a time in which
they treated such ills by cutting a
knick in one of your veins and
relieving you of a pint or so of
your blood. George was the president, and no expense was spared.
They gave him the works again
and again-until the blood came
out "thick and slow." Gross.
Now, in this first week of
the second semester, I've not been
drained of my blood, but I have
been emptied and deprived of just
about
everything
else-sleep,
leisure
time,
enthusiasm,
my
mom's cooking, the cookies that
my grandma sent with me, and of
course, money. 1, too, feel as if J
am being drained of every available resource until it at last comes
out "thick and slow."
So naturally, when my
friends started telling me that the
new meal plan system was part of
a vast conspiracy to deprive students of very precious cash, 1
believed them, and when somebody said we ought to do another
editorial exposing the truly unethical "25·meal plan," I jumped at
the opportunity.
Most of my friends' idea
of the new meal plan is that freshmen are being forced to purchase
25 meals, only about 18 of which
they will ever eat: Dordt collects
money for 25, Carrie Foods gets
paid for 18, and the surplus goes
to buy more weird-looking
furniture for the Campus Center.

I'VE WA5HIIl:P IT
FOUR TiME$. AND

HE STAIN WoN'T
00"'1/; OVT

And in all honesty, such
was my conception of the meal
plan, before I saw the light. And if
the above scenario were actually
the case, we might have something to be angry about. Now I'm
still open to debate on this subject,
but it seems to me, after talking
with President of Student Services
Ken Boersma and Carrie Foods

Director Jim Calkhoven, that the
25·meal plan is, in fact, morally
and economically fair to the students .
.
First of all, Carrie Foods
does not get paid per mealstudents
cash in on, but a flat rate depending on what meal plan one uses,
according to Jim Calkhoven and
Ken Boersma. As everyone,
including Dordt and Carrie Foods,
knows, few, if any, students will
actually consume 25 meals a

week-and the prices are based on
that assumption. Calkhoven says
that if all students were to eat 25
meals in the next week, Carrie
Foods would lose money and·
would have to re-evaluate their
prices.
The purpose of the 25·
meal plan specifically, and a goal
of Carrie Foods and Dordt College
generally, is give every student on
the meal plan (mostly freshmen
and sophomores) the chance to eat
at as flexible hours as possible. As
Calkhoven says, "It's not 25 meals
purchased, but 25 opportunities to
eat." The debut of the Defender
Grille has extended these
opporunities, offering for the first
time a later breakfast meal option.
It might seem unfair to
not charge on a per-meal basis ..
You might even .call it socialistic.
If you're someone who eats 14
meals a week and 34 cents' worth
of lettuce per meal, you are in
effect paying for part of the meal
of that one hog you know who

would, if he had the time, eat
three sides of beef, a hock of ham,
two buckets of bacon grease and a
keg of Root Beer-just for breakfast. We won't even talk about his
other three meals of the day.
But as Boersma points
out, we do the same thing with
tuition. Some of us take 12 quality
credits a semester, and others of
us run around like crazy and end
up snagging almost 20, but for this
semester's tuition, we all paid
$7350. It reminds me of what the
book of Acts says about the community of believers in Jerusalem:
"And all they that believed were
together and had' all things in
cummon" (Acts 2:44). Sharing
costs isn't necessarily a bad idea.
And, no, per meal, we are
not getting smeared. Diamond
staff writer Rachel Volkers noted
in the October II issue ("Dordt
Commons is right on the money")
that the 14-meal plan comes out to
$4.33 per meal, and the 25·meal
plan to $2.64. Of course you can
spend a little less if you eat macaroni and cheese in your room
every day and maybe go to
Hardee's every once in a while.
Go ahead and do that, if you want
to, when you're a junior. More
power to you. Just be gl d you
aren't at Northwestern,
where all
students are required to buy a
meal plan, juniors and seniors too.
The main idea is flexibility. It's good for Dordt as a cornmunity to have some sort of hot
food available most of the day.
And the 25·meal plan allows for
that. If you happen to be hungry,
you don't have to worry about
going past your 14-meallimit.
You don't have to budget your
meals.
Imagine that-at college,
something you don't have to worry
about. Finally.

-
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Students studying abroad abound
level down could be found in any semi-urban American city.
But if you look up, above, say, to the first story of the
buildings, you would see stone buildings, really old buildings
with some remnant of ornate carving left over from older

thirty minutes. They welcome our stores and products but
prefer to keep their own manners. "Excuse me" should
always be followed

times, perhaps the times of Jane Austen, perhaps even the
times of Alfred the Great.
Ridden behind the big black and red buses and the roiling
crowds of business suits, trench coats, leather jackets, tourist
shirts and brightly colored scarves are eras of history. My

seminar

professor

showed

us a room

that

up by "I'rn sorry to bother you, but."

Tea

should corne with pastries, which incidentally are called puddings. Emotional insights should be left out of polite conversation. So it's no wonder that in spite of the similarities,
American

students

may still feel tripped

up by English

cul-

ture. There is depth to their culture that is absent in ours.
They were, after all, there first.

William

Shakespeare
might have stayed in when he passed througb
Oxford. It still had the original wall-paper, the best sample

of Elizabethan wall-paper in existence. He had to take us
through a bookie's office in order to get there. The library I
studied in was older than the United States of America, being
founded about the same time as Boston. The church i attended met in a thousand-year-old building and used electric guitars in their worship. The college at which I studied had
brickwork from the 1870s, which was despised in its time for
being an elegant innovation, and an ugly glass, saucer-

Jennifer Berkompas and a student from Messiah
College

suffer for their misdeeds

in the stocks

Warwick Castle, Warwickshire,
Jenny

at

England.

Berkompas

Oxford

University,

shaped bar and dormitory
England

Oxford culture is a lot like American culture. They have
the GAP, McDonalds,
KFC, and Mailboxes
Etc.
Their

teenagers like blue-jeans and sneakers or baggy khakis and'
rock group t-shirts and dyed hair. Lots of dyed hair.
population is multi-cultural.
And I've never seen

Their

so many

cell-phones in my life. Everything visible from about eye-

circa 1970. There is a wonderful

mixture of old and new.
Perhaps this accounts for some of the habits of the British
people. I have never seen people more intent on getting
where they are going. The average person on the street walks
briskly and ignores everything around him or her, so intent
they are on their destination or business. Yet, they think
nothing of standing in line for groceries for ten, twenty or

Rikki

Mueller

Sevilla,

would

Spain

gather

We would

iHo1a! My name is Rikki. I am a
junior and I just returned from

Gloucester
Cathedral
is one of the most stunning
ples of Gothic architecture
in England.

in the tiny kitchen.
talk

about

the

day's

events, laugh with us about our Ianmess-ups (oh yes, there

'guage

h us
nny'_ ......... "-: .... ""'!-'u"'~ey
more
about
their
culture.
I
learned
Sevilla) Spain. Wow ... even though
I am almost fluent in three lan- that siesta, for example, is a 10-20
guages, I have difficulties to find minute nap ... and not the two-hour
words to express just how awe- afternoon rest we made it into.

'~""",inity'_--8
emester

Acento

Ben

staff having

fun at the Thanksgiving

coming from, and watched as an

Visser

Middle
Program

. East
in Cairo,

On our second

old black car decked out in stream-

Studies

ers and balloons came driving
toward us down the street. Behind

Egypt.

weekend

in

Egypt, eight of us decided to take a
trip up to Alexandria,
which sits

right on the Mediterranean at the
very western edge of the Nile delta.

Upon arriving
in Alexandria
around 10 p.m., we began searching for a hotel.
It was the end of
the tourist season, so this proved
more difficult than expected.
Around midnight,
guys had gone into

two of the
yet another

hotel to check for vacancy.
standing

I was

with Peter (the other guy)

and the girls on the street comer
down from the hotel, at the intersection with the Cornish (the street
that runs

Banquet.

along

the coast).

We

started to notice that the general din
of horns had taken on a distinct pattern, and was growing significantly
louder. We peered in the direction
that the majority of horns were

it, dozens of cars of all shapes and

sizes followed, and from the sound
of it, they were all honking in the
same
rhythm.
The decorated
black car slowed and stopped about
thirty feet from us, and all of the

n

some
those
three-and-a-half
months have been for me.
First, I was blessed with a great,
funny and crazy Spanish family.
The Riveros made sure I and my
roomie had a chance to try lots of
typical Andalusian foods including

Second, I was blessed to be able
to attend Acento, Trinity's school
in Sevilla. I took classes in Spanish
literature, short stories, history and
grammarand experienced a
team of teachers who not only
loved teaching
their mother

fried tuna, squid, paella, tortilla de

tongue,

patatas, garbanzo beans, coronices,
and, as a special treat, Fragata, a
traditional white wine from their
own winery. At mealtime, the
whole family of 5 and the 2 of us

enjoyed laughing with us, having
breakfast in little Spanish cafes,
and showing us what being
Spanish means to them. The teachers answered every question, used

mobbed them down the sidewalk
and into a building about twenty
feet from us, yelling and hollering

absurd volume.

We continued to

be mobbed

grinning

and using all sorts of random and
unidentifiable homemade noisemakers; the racket was deafening.

al bellow of "welcome" could be
heard above the racket, but that

Suddenly,

some

people

from

the

Spanish,

by

but

shouting in Arabic.

who

also

people

The occasion-

was the extent of the English we
heard. Several men kicked some

back of the crowd noticed us star-

people out of their chairs and beck-

ing at them.

oned us to come sit in them.

They started beckon-

The

from

the sur-

the black car. A few men. opened
the passenger door and yanked the
bride
and groom
out.
They

lots

of cathedrals.

The

teachers

even taught and practiced traditional dances like Sevillanas with us ...
in the middle of the hallway.
If you are thinking about going
to Spain, and would like to have

more information, see pictures or
simply feel like listening to more
stories

(I could talk about this' for

hours) ... contact me and I will be
happy to help you. [Hasta luego!

of sources that demanded our attention. It was sensory overload.
Suddenly Peter
the crowd, yelling

broke through
that we had a

hotel room. With a fair amount of
difficulty

we got up and thanked

our hosts. We forced our way
back through the crowd as courte-

crowd, dragging me along for protection. The folks who had invited

teen days of Arabic,

only the beginning.
Welcome to Egypt.

us grinned, shouted something in
Arabic, grabbed our arms, and
shoved us into the mob. We were

flooded

time learning experience taking us
to Flamenco shows, soccer games,
theater productions, museums, and

ing as we recounted the story to our
incredulous classmates. This was

but as I caught a glimpse of some

People

Cordoba,
Toledo,
and
They also made it a full

And

compelled

rounding cars,' crowding in around

Ronda,
Granada.

there we sat for 'twenty minutes,
completely clueless with our thir-

Arabic.

cession.

stand and became friends, providing a homey place away from
m
it them we went on
memorable trips visiting cities like

about to pass on a wedding invitation, so they started toward the

trol over where we were going) and

parking any way they could fit,
blocking half the street. At first I
thought
the passing
traffic was
angry about the roadblock because
they were all honking incessantly,
of their faces they were all smiling
as well.
I would later learn that
that they were honking to show
their support for the wedding pro-

hands and feet and if necessary,
other body parts to help us under-

ously as we could, thanking everything that moved.
We eventually
made it back to the street.
We
started walking to our hotel, laugh-

ing us to come in, hollering what I
can only guess were invitations in

cars behind it piled in around it,

exam-

Three of the girls weren't

engulfed in a sea of people.
At this point, it became difficult
to tell wbether the newlyweds were
the highlights of the evening or we

were. The bride and groom were
whisked up onto a stage, where a
keyboard player was playing very
foreign
music at an absolutely

crowd complied

(we had little con-

us into the seats.

struggling

to

respond in any way to the dozens

Ben Visser
(right) with a
couple of
friends on the
beaches in
Alexandria
during his
semester of
study in Egypt.
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12 Stones Rocks With Debut Album
Jason Mulder
A&EEditor

The small New
Orleans suburb of
Mandeville, Louisiana
appeared on the map when
four of its hometown boys
climbed the music charts
with the release of their selftitled album 12 Stones. This
hard-rock, high-energy quarfet stormed onto the 2002
music scene in both
Christian and secular
crowds, less than two years
after the formation of the
group.
The band plays a
harder style than say Creed
or Staind; I would put them
right alongside Nickelback
and Puddle of Mudd, minus
the profanity. Paul McCoy
sings with the same throaty
gusto as Scott Stapp (Creed)
and Chad Kroeger
(Nickelback) while guitarist
Eric Weaver plays in the
same league as Creed's
Mark Tremonti, skillfully
t"'_~,!,","~shiftingJrom
elaborate solos
to heavy-metal blasts. Throw
in the dangerous rhythm section of bassist Kevin Dorr

and drummer Aaron Gainer
relationships with God and
and you have the makings of we don't want to, we're not
a musical volcano that has
trying to sit here and force
our belief on anybody. We're
only begun to erupt into the
cd collections of young peoa rock band but we just keep
ple across the country and
it positive.
beyond.
Three of the band
Christianity Today
members thank Christ first
in their liner notes and the
states "these guys are serious Christians" and that "12
lyrics are obviously positive
Stones stands firmly on the
and from a Christian backrock of Christ."
ground. I would argue that
In "Broken," lead
12 Stones, similar to
vocalist Paul McCoy sings,
Lifehouse, is not a Christian
"I need to be broken / Take
band, rather, the group is
the pain away / I question
Christians in a band.
Along
why you
chose to die /
with the popThe lyrics are obviously, ular single
when you
positive and from a
HBroken," I
knew your
truth I would
really
appreChristian background.
deny /You
ciated
!;----,---,---...,..-----,,:,,----.,....,,-"""~
look at me / The tears begin
"Crash," "The Way I Feel,"
and "Soulfire." By the end
to fall/And all in all faith is
blind / But I fail time after
of the album, however, the
time / Daily in my sin I take
songs begin to get a bit
your life."
monotonous. The group
But what does the
sticks exclusively to midtempo heavy rock throughband say? In an interview
with Insidetrack, Paul
out the album, which could
McCoy is asked, "So would
have benefited by a slow
you say you' e a Christian
ballad 0 fast -paced rocker.
bandT' His answer: "No,
12 Stones' powerful,
we each individually have
yet positive style has earned
our own personal beliefs and
them a prominent place

NISO's "Portraits of Patriotism" Continues
Chris Maust
Staff Writer

The Valley Male Chorus'
songs were mostly of a patriotic nature, while the Sioux
Valley Singers' selections

On Saturday,
January 18, NISO performed
again, this time at a concert
were Norwegian anthems
entitled "Portraits of
sung in actual Norwegian,
Patriotism." NISO is the
which I found to be quite
abbreviation that shortens
cool.
the Northwest Iowa
For NISO's musical
Symphony Orchestra's name
down to a printable size.
performance, I have but one
NISO is led by
complaint. How can anyone
Henry Duitman and complaya Sousa march without
posed of northwest Iowa's
a shoulder-mounted
finest musicians, some of
Sousaphone to keep the
whom are still in the seventh
beat? Regardless, their
grade. Other members are
pieces were expectedly
local musicians and mernamazing in every way. The
bers of the Dordt College
concert opened with a stirChamber Orchestra. The
ring number called
"Friends of the Symphony"
"American Salute," written
organization sells tickets,
by a Mr. Gould. Do you
mugs, and truffles in the
remember the children's
lobby to raise support for the song "The Ants Go
private lessons of NISO's
Marching Two-by-two?"
younger musicians.
Mr. Gould has rewritten this
Also performirig at
happy children's tune into a
the "Portraits of Patriotism"
rousing and chaotic melody
concert were the Sioux
of war.
Valley Singers and the
Selecting nothing but
Valley Male Chorus. They,
the best, the orchestra also
are led by Lyle Kroon and'.'
. chose to perform "Hymn to
Daniel Barkel, respectively.
the Fallen," written by film
. "·V~:_ ..

composer/demigod
John
Williams. You may recognize his name as he's one of
the five people who've written every original film score
within the last ten years.
(List: 'John Williams,
Quincy Jones, James Horner,
Alan Silvestri, and Danny
Elfman.) This particular
song was used to close the
film "Saving Private Ryan."
It's a gently militaristic number written without words.
The lyrics are simply vowel
sounds sung in fantastic harmonies. Both Choruses
were accompanied by the
orchestra in this selection.
Continuing to dole
out patriotic dues, NISO
opted to perform a Lowden
arrangement titled "Armed
Forces Salute." Each branch
of our Armed Forces has a
theme song and all of them
were sung together in a
pleasing medley. Veterans
of each 'service were asked
to stand for the duration of
the song that pertained to
them. Personally. I got the

12 Stones: (from left to right) Eric.Weaver
(guitar).
Aaron Gainer (drums), Kevin Dorr (bass), and Paul
McCoy (vocals)
amongst contemporary
music. With a #10 spot on
the Top Contemporary
Christian chart and a song
on the best selling soundtrack to The Scorpion King,
they have risen fast in only

their third year as a group.
If you like the hardrock stylings of Creed,
Nickelback, Incubus, and
even PO.D. you definitely
need to check out this talented young group.

.Put your hand on a hot stove for a minute, and it
seems like an hour. Sit with a pretty girl for an
hour, and it seems like a minute. That's relativity.
---Albert Einstein

Check this out!
Jason Mulder
A&EEdiIor
Kittie The. Jan. 28, 7:00 pm Big Pen, Clinton, 1A
Cannen Wed, Jan. 29,7:30 pm Orpheum Theatre. Omaha, NE
Styx w/:Kansa'i and John Waite Thn, Feb. 6, 7:00 pm Pershing
Center, Lincoln, NE
3 Doors Down Wed, Feb, 12,6:30 pmAlerns Center, Grand
FOIks,ND
Music Department

Recital

Sat, Feb. 15, 7:3OpmBJH

TalentExtravaganza
Euclid String Quartet

Jerry Seinfeld

Fri,Feb.14,3:oopmBJH

Fri, Feb. 21. 7:30 pm BJH

Sat, Feb. 22, 7:00 and 9:30 pm Chester Fritz

iAuditoriwn, Grand Forks, ND
1\velfth Night ThUT,Feb. 27 thru Sat, Mar. 1,7:30 pm TePaske

Theatre
Romeo and Juliet

Fri, Feb. 28 and Sat, Mar. 1,7:30 pm Fisher

Theater, Ames, 1A
Campus Band & Jazz Band Concert Sat,Mar. 1,7:oopmBJH

Chevelle Toe, Mar. 4, 7:30 pm Toad Holler, Des Moines, IA

DIsturbed Fri, Mar. 7. 7:00 pm Fargo Civic Memorial
~toriwn, Fatgo, ND
Have an event that you would like posted?

biggest kick out of the Air
Force's "Wild Blue Yonder,"
but all of them were sung
with much zeal on the part
of the choruses.
NISO is an organiza-

tion dedicated to showcasing
the professional talent native
to our upper Midwest. As
such, the concert was a
proper success and most
worthy of applause.
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Tough loses epitomize Lady .Defender new year, men at .500 Recent
Right: Junior
Jacque Scohy
drihhles the
hall down the

court in recent
action.
Below:
Freshman Jill
Bouma fights
for the possession of the ball.
Both Defender
teams Will host

Midland
Lutheran

College

on Jan. 25 and
Briar ClifT
University on

Jan. 29.

Jacque Scoby
Sports Editor
After committing an egregious 41 turnovers in their last
game before Christmas break, the
Dordt Lady Defender basketball
team vowed to come back in the
new year a different team. And
while their record doesn't show
it~ 1-6 since the first of the yearthere is improvement to be found.
Turnovers are down, shooting percentage is up. The only stat that
. hasn't gone consistently in Dordt's
favor is the score.
Dordt started out the year
with a pair of back-to-back close
losses at the Northwestern Taco
John's Classic, including a twopoint loss to Northwestern (MN)
and a close battle with Mount
Mercy. Then came a string of
nationally
ranked
conference
opponents-three
out of the next
five games.
"Overall, we've played
well," says junior captain Rachel
Schutte. "We've been close. Now
we just need to find a way to win."
While the schedule eases
somewhat in the next week for the

Lady Defenders, nothing is going
to come easily. The GPAC conference has four teams listed in the
NAIA Top 25 released
last
Tuesday, including the number one
and

number

two

teams

in

Men's

B»sketball

NorthwesterD

(MN)

L62-64

the

nation in Concordia and Hastings.
Dordt has already taken on
Concordia, but must still play away
games
at Hastings,
Dakota
Wesleyan, and Northwestern, all
ranked opponents. They also have
a rematch with Sioux Falls, a team
that is receiving national votes.
The men's team has fared
slightly belter, wrangling a 3-3
record since the first of the year.
The Defenders started the year off
with a split of their games in the
Northwestern tournament, the loss
coming at the hands of Martin
Luther College, a team they had
beaten earlier in the season.
The rest of the year has
included conference wins over
Concordia and Dakota Wesleyan
and conferences losses to Sioux
Falls and Northwestern, who is
currently ranked second in the
nation.
The Defenders have been
forced to play the last few games
without sophomore Dan· Hospers,
who is out with a broken foot.

Intramurals:
gram currently offers 8 different
Rachel Volkers activities to participate in. The program includes four-on-four volleyAssistant Sports Editor
ball (in place of sand volleyball
The Dordt College intra- this year), basketball, bowling,
mural program has been around for floor hockey, indoor soccer, softmany years offering students the ball (2 seasons-spring and fall)
ultimate Frisbee, and volleyball.
opportunity to interact with other
So far this year the particstudents at the competitive level
ipation total is 1,307 participates,
while serving the student body.
In his second year as the with the number still rising as the
activities of the spring season of
Intramural Coordinator at Dordt
College, Darryl De Ruiter, who softball and ultimate Frisbee still
took over after Syne Altena's 32 to come later this spring.
"We feel the number and
years as coordinator, and the 11member Intramural Council, made kind of activities are appropriate,"
up of Dordt students, work hard to said De Ruiter, but if you have any
offer the best to the students and suggestions, the council is always
provide as many opportunities as willing to take a look at other
possible. The council meets once a activities.
To make the Intramural
month to review any questions or
program more accessible to the
concerns. They also set up schedules, coordinate facilities and pur- students, a new link has been set
chase new equipment with the up on the DENIS page. Students
money that they receive from the can access the Intramural page
students' activity fee (which is also either by clicking on the Athletics
link or the Student Services link.
used for other activities).
On the intramural page, students
"We are here to service
the students-to
provide an out- will find all the information they
let," said De Ruiter. "It's a nice need to register teams, the activichange -of pace from the routine, a ties available. the schedules of
nice study break."
activities, rules for each activity,
announcements, the answers to
Joel De Wit, a junior
Physical Education major from frequently asked questions, and
Alton, Iowa, also believes that the even how to apply to be an official
intramural program is a great .for the intramural activities.
"It's important that we all
opportunity for students to be
learn''wbat it is to playas God's
involved in. As a third-year member of the Intramural Council, De creatures," said De Ruiter.
Wit said, "It's a good way to interSo if you are interested in
act with other people."
the intramural program, De Ruiter
Dordt's intramural pro- encourages you to "check it out."

Statistics
Rebounds:
Martin

Luther

L74--75

Rachel Van Beek II
Katie Bleeker 5

Rebounding:
EricMaas

Team Total: 35
7

Scoring:

Luke Ruter 6

Jenna O'Neill 18

Team Total: 35

Katie Bleeker 11)

Scoring:
Shawn De Stigler 16

01fl)4/03

Dan Hospers 15

Mount Mercy
L57-63

01/04103

Rebounds:

Morningside

Racbel Van Beek 10

W 86-79

Katie Bleeker 6

Rebounds:

Colleen De Groot 6

. Ryan Dooyema 7

'ham

Thud: 39

Evan Reimers 5

Scoring:

Kyle Van Arendonk

N~i De Blaey 11

5

Katie Bleeker 10

"Team Total~ 34
Scoring:

OtlO8l03

Eric Maas17

Northwestern

Ryan Dooyema 14

College
L62·74

01/0&103

Rebounds:

Northwestern

Angie Katsma

L73-79

ColliJen De Groot 6

Rebounds:

Bret Van

8

Team Total: 40

Wyk4

Scoring:

Luke Ruter 4

Colleen De Groot 10

.... Do Sti&ter 4
Kyle· Van Arendonk

Ratbel Van Reek 10

4

01111103

Team Total: 29

Concocdia

Scoring:

University

Eric Maas 16

L64-75

Shawn De Stigler 16

Rebounds: Rachel

Kyle

Van 8eek 9

Van Arendonk

16

Team Total: 41

01111103

Jill Bouma 21

ScoriJ;lg:

Conc(lcdia

Colleen De Groot 10

University

Jeeoa O'Neill Ie

W76-SS

01/15103

Rebounds:

Ron Kingma practices with Dordt athletes as a new assisant track coach
this year. The Dordt indoor track team will open its season on January 25,
in Vermillion, SD. The outdoor season will begin later this spring.

-

Evan Reimers fi

University

Team"fOtal:

F.u,

42

L89-98

Luke Ruter 16

Kingma advances to assistant track coach
Leslie Larson
Staff Writer

competition. Our strength is in our
relays."
Junior and senior track
Ron Kingma graduated
runners
Jeff Taylor and Becky
from Dordt College, two years ago.
Demarest
both agree and also said,
where he participated
in his
favorite sport, track. Last year he "It is nice to have Kingma as an
decided to work out with the track assistant coach because he has had
participants during the afternoons, recent running experience and he is
always willing to train hard with
and then volunteer in the evenings.
This year Ron Kingma became the you."
This year the track team
assistant coach.
.
entails
a
pretty large group of indiAs an athlete and coach,
viduals
that
are getting along well.
Kingma believes ·that the main goal
The
team
is
looking forward to
of track is to make your teammates
gelling
together
and achieving
better. He loves to compete, and if
he can help others receive the same team goals throughout the entire
joy out of track that he gets, then, track season.
Track is unlike most
he says, "1 have done something .
sports
because
it is a limitless pure
remarkable."
form
of
competition.
Kingma said,
As Kingma anticipated
"In
track,
the
coach
can seldom
the upcoming season he said, "The
bench
you
and
the
officials
can't
team should be pretty solid. As
throw
the
game
away.
It
is
skill
usual, we are deeper in the middle
against
skill
with
only
a
little
chidistance races. But, we should be
canery."
able to show well in all areas of

of Sioux

Rebounds:

Kyle Van Arendonk

,Jill Bouma 18

14

'&:am Total: 41

01115/03

Sioux Fells

AagleKa

S<ori .. ,

-,

SBlBouma2ll

LukeRilter8

Martin

Erie Maas'

e.....

1OamT ..... 'rt

W83-55

15

.....

L'....

Scoring,

OllI6193
Luther

Luke Ruter 18

He"""'"
RHheI Van Seek 9

EricMaas 13

Ttam Total: 58
Scoring,

Tara De Boer 13

O1Jl8lll3

Dakota

Wtsleyan

Jill Booma 13

Uni~ersity
W77-S7

OUI1lI03

Rebauntk: S b awn

Dakota

Do

Sti&ter •

- Evan 8eimen 6
Team Total: 39

Wesleyaa

University

L84-5'1

Rebounds:

Colle.en

JleG"'"

Evan Heimers 13-

'Ieam Total: 31

EritMaaall

,/lIlBoumaU
RadteI Sdwtte 11
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Compiled by Kristi Mulder
Australia •• Authorities in the Australian capital, Canberra, have been
accused of not doing enough to protect the city from' bush fires that
have left four people dead and thousands more homeless, Emergency
crews battling the blazes that ravaged western suburbs last weekend say
they have brought the fires under control; however, firefighters have
warned that the blazes could be whipped up again by strong winds and
high temperatures. The fires, which were sparked by lightning, were the
worst iu the city's history, Nearly 400 homes were destroyed and some
2,500 residents were forced to flee.
Kuwait -- Authorities have detained a number of people in the Tuesday
ambush of an SUY that killed one American and wounded another. The
U.S. ambassador to Kuwait, Richard Jones, called the incident "a terrorist attack." The men were ambushed on the road leading from Camp
Doha. the main U.S. Army base in Kuwait. In November, two U.S. soldiers traveling from Camp Doha to the town of Oraifijan in a civilian
vehicle were pulled off the road and shot at close range. Both soldiers
survived. A month earlier, two Kuwaiti gunmen suspected of having
ties to Osama bin Laden's al Qaeda network attacked U.S. troops on
Kuwait's Failaka Island.ikilling one Marine and injuring another.
Mexico -- The Mexican government declared a state of emergency
. Wednesday for the eoastal state of Colima as authorities continued
looking for victims of a powerful earthquake Tuesday night that killed
at least 23 people and injured 160. Many residents of the area live in
fragile, adobe houses and authorities fear more people may be trapped
inside the rubble. The quake was felt more than 300 miles away in the
capital, Mexico City, The quake was estimated to be 7.8 in magnitude.
Uulted States •• Microsoft has released new software aimed at helping
CDs..

e
CD in multiple layers so that the disc can be played on a stereo and a
PC, but not be copied. Record labels are increasingly concerned about
music piracy, blaming song swapping online for the drop in sales ..
Across the world music sales fell by 9.2%, while in the US, sales were
down 11%.
•
Venezuela -. One person was killed and dozens more wouuded by gunfire on Monday during street clashes in Venezuela. Negotiations
between Venezuelan President Chavez and his opposition have been
stalled over how to end the strike that has raised international concern
over global oil supplies at a time when energy markets are already jittery over a possible U.S.-led war against Iraq. Venezuela usually supplies about one-sixth of U.S. oil imports.

discern.
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World Power and/or
Wealthy Nation?
Peter Anderson
Staff Writer
There is a great paradox in the reasoning of
those who want the United States to remain both a
world power and a wealthy nation. The support of
this position often stems from the idea that because
we are wealthy we are required to be a world power.
However, a government's forceful intervention into
world affairs can only be achieved by forceful intervention into the domestic market economy, which in
the end negates both the ability to be a wealthy
nation and a world power.
We live in a world where there are unlimited
needs and wants with finite means to meet these
desires. This is why people economize. They use
their income and resources in the way they see fit
(although obviously they are not always right) to
meet their most highly desired ends .. Division of
labor within a market lacking constraints-. the
absence of violent intervention-, provides the best
setting for men to meet the greatest amount of their
needs and wants.
In an unfettered market all resources and capital
are used to create the means for people to best meet
their ends. Therefore, the most successful entrepreneur will be the one that provides the highest quality
goods at the cheapest prices to the most people.
Those entrepreneurs that do not meet this standard
will be eliminated from the market place.
Consequently, ai"ree marketis the best generator
of wealth because all goods tend towards efficient
production and must coincide with the desires of the
consumers. Therefore, the arbitrary production of
unwanted goods is. greatly minimized in an unfettered

market.
However, the government's violent intervention
into the market economy reduces wealth. This is
because taxation - we will not get into the problems
caused by government induced inflation, legal privileges, price eontrols etc.-- takes resources away from
individuals in the market. Instead of the taxed
money being used to produce a good that would have
been in harmony with market demands, the government puts the money towards a use they see fit.
Ultimately, taxed money is used to produce things for
which there is no market justification, otherwise they
would have been already produced in the free market.
Therefore violent government intervention into the
economy diverts resource~ from wealth production
towards arbitrary government production, as a result
reducing societal wealth as a whole.
Logically we can deduce that if the U.S. government exerts a great amount of military and foreign
. influence they will need to tax in order to support
such ventures. Ultimately the tax revenue will be
spent on things such as tanks, warships, and missiles,
which arguably would never be produced in an
unhampered market. The diverting of funds towards
a coercive and violent world policy can only come
after the violent intervention into our own market
economy, which in tum makes our country all the
much poorer.
Ultimately the idea of being a wealthy nation and
a military foreign power are contradictory and cannot
co-exist for long. If the people of the United States
want to continue being wealthy they must realize that
supporting private property, division oflabor, and a
free market will come at the expense of being a global kingpin.
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While muclr of the world continues to watch
U.~. actions in the Middle East, tensions in South-east
Asia continue to escalate.
U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell has increased
pressure on North Korea because of its nuclear ambitions. He said he hoped that the International Atomic
Energy Agency would soon refer Pyongyang's decision
to withdraw from an international nuclear non-proliferation treaty to the United Nations Security Council.
Such a move could result in sanctions against North
Korea, a development that the communist state says it
would regard as an act of war. "It's not a question of 'if
it goes before the Security Council, it's only a matter of
time," Undersecretary of State John Bolton said.
The U.S. has been signaling that it wanted a compromise. Last week, President George W. Bush offered
direct talks and held ont the prospect of increased aid
to North Korea if it ended its nuclear program. At the
same time, he said that international efforts to find a
peaceful solution to the crisis had achieved little
results.
.
Secretary of State Powell discussed the situation in
North Korea with several foreign ministers who had
gathered in New York recently for a UN Security
Council meeting on counter-terrorism.
North Korea has responded to Mr. Powell's comments and actions by saying it will only negotiate with
the U.S. and rejects a U.N. role in the crisis.

Timeline of North·
Korea Nuclear Tension
29 Jan, 2002: Bush labels North Korea, Iran and
Iraq an "axis of evil" in his State of the Union
address.
16 Oct. 2003: N. Korea acknowledges secret
nuclear program, U.S. says
14 Nov: Oil shipments to N. Korea halted
4 Dee.: N. Korea rejects call to open nuclear facilities to inspection
22 Dec: N. Korea removes monitoring devices at
Yongbyon nuclear plant
31 Dec: U.N. nuclear inspectors forced to leave
North Korea
6 Jan: N. Korea asked to re-admit U.N. inspectors
or face action by U.N. Security Council
10 Jan: N. Korea pulls out of Nuclear Non-prolifer-

ation Treaty·

i

).1 Jan: N. Korea suggests it could resume ballistic

missiletests .

